Abstract. The inclusive two-particle cross section for the production of large PT photons and opposite side charged hadrons in proton-proton collisions is examined in detail in the framework of QCD. The model, with the parametrization as in our previous work, agrees with the measured single photon spectra. Quantitative predictions are made for twoparticle distributions to be measured at the ISR. The contributions due to the photon bremsstrahlung and the effects coming from the intrinsic constituent motion are estimated. It is shown that indeed the direct subprocess gluon + quark -* photon + quark gives the dominant contribution in the experimentally relevant region of phase space, and that direct information about the gluon structure function can be obtained from such measurements.
I. Introduction
The production of real photons at large transverse momentum in hadron-hadron collisions is of particular interest for hard scattering models, because it can possibly be used as a direct probe of quark and gluon subprocesses involving the pointlike coupling of the photon to the quark. The existence, in QCD, of a gluon-photon Compton process, g + q---' 7 + q, leads to the prediction that the 7In ~ ratio is large compared to e = 1/137, since the photon is produced directly, whereas the n o is a fragment of a quark or gluon jet coming from the subprocesses q + q ~ q + q etc. For single particle spectra quantitative predictions have been made by several authors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Recent experiments at the CERN-ISR [10] [11] [12] [13] support at least qualitatively the hard scattering picture. The experimental single 7/n ~ ratio is indeed larger than ~ for large Pr-The measurement of the same side correlations shows that the n ~ is accompanied by other particles to a significantly higher degree than the photon [14] .
In this paper we make, in the framework of QCD, a first quantitative analysis of the two-particle cross section p + p ~ 7 + opposite side charged hadrons + anything. An experiment measuring this quantity is under way [15] . Our motivations are twofold. Firstly, in the hard scattering model the two-particle cross section may be described by a much simpler picture than the single particle yield. This is due to the suppression of Fermi motion effects [16] . Secondly, the possible dominance of the direct term, g + q ~ ~ + q, gives a number of qualitative expectations for the kinematic and quantum number structure of the opposite side jet.
Section II contains a short discussion of the scale breaking parametrizations of structure and fragmentation functions used for the following calculations with special emphasis on the gluon distribution function. In Sect. III the results for the single particle spectra for photons and n~ are summarized and their comparison with data is discussed. In Sect. IV predictions for the two-particle cross section are given for p + p ~ 7 + charged opposite side hadrons + anything. In addition to the dominant subprocess we also take into account the annihilation process q + c~ --, 7 + g and the bremsstrahlung reactions q+q~7+q+q and q+g~7+q+g. The possible determination of the gluon structure function from measurements of the s and Pr dependence of the two-particle cross section is examined.
II. The Structure and Fragmentation Functions
The parametrizations for the structure and fragmentation functions utilized in the following calculations are described in detail in our previous paper on symmetric hadron pairs at large PT [16] . The results were compared with FNAL data and lead to a quite successful prediction for the production of n o pairs in the ISR energy range [17] .
The parametrizations of the valence and sea quark distributions were taken from the CERN-0170-9739/80/0006/0309/$01.60 3t0 Dortmund-Heidelberg-Saclay Collaboration [18] . The gluon is described by the ansatz
At Q2 = 5 GeV 2 the input parameters have been determined from the second and third gluon moments as given in [18] . From the QCD moment equations [19] for these two moments we have obtained, by a quadratic fit, the following ~-dependence for 0<~<1,
where as input t/~ (~) = 2.9 + 5.08 9~ has been used. As a check we have evaluated the higher moments and the QCD evolution equation [19] xG(x,~)
xG(x,g) Compared to the parametrization in [16] we have changed the coefficient of g in r/0 It is now 9/4 2" times the corresponding coefficient in the valence distribution. The behaviour for x > 0.6 is thereby improved. This change does not influence our earlier results, which are not sensitive to that region in x. However, the input values at g= 0 remain unchanged implying a gluon distribution proportional to (1-X) 3 at Q~ = 5 GeV 2. This hard gluon distribution is essential for the good agreement with the data on symmetric hadron pairs [16, 17] . 
IlL The Single Particle Spectra
There exist two experiments at the CERN-ISR, which have measured single photon as well as single rc ~ spectra at large Pr [10] [11] [12] 20, 21] . The results are usually given in the form of ratios of the 7 to the rc ~ spectra. The 7 spectrum itself is shown in [12] . Unfortunately the two experimental groups (AABC and CCOR) get different results for ,,~=63GeV and p~>6GeV/c both for the 7c ~ spectrum and the ~,/rc ~ ratio. We have calculated the single rc ~ spectra including intrinsic transverse momenta. The spectra are in good agreement with both experiments, whenever the data are compatible with each other; for ,,/s= 63 GeV and pr > 6GeV/c they follow the results of the AABC group.
It is important to have a hard gluon structure function in order to describe these data. This was noted already by Field [22] and others [23] .
We have computed the 7 spectrum taking into account the subprocesses g + q --* 7 + q and q + g/-* 7 + g. The indirect bremsstrahlung processes have not been considered. Aurenche and Lindfors [24] showed that they contribute about 10% (using our parametrization for the structure functions). The 7/re ~ ratios are then deduced from the 7 and rc ~ calculations within the model.
The theoretical single particle spectra turn out to be strongly dependent on the intrinsic transverse Only for x/s = 63 GeV and Pr >6 GeV/c the effects are less than 50%. They are smaller for the 7 spectrum than for the rc ~ spectrum, because the former is flatter. The results are summarized in Table 1 . When the effects of intrinsic trans- The y/n ~ ratios at 90 ~ at three energies are plotted in Fig. 2 . At ~f~ = 31 and 45 GeV there is agreement with the data [11] , at x~= 63 GeV our ratio is smaller than the AABC data [11] , but larger than the CCOR data [12] . Taking a softer gluon distribution at the input value Q0 = 5 GeV 2, e.g. proportional to (1 -x) 5, would lower our curves significantly. We have checked the dependence on A: the ratios are insensitive to a variation in the range 0.3 < A _< 0.6 GeV/c.
The theoretical ratios are not a function of x r = 2Pr/x~, because of the stronger scale breaking effects in the n o spectra, which are due to the extra power of %(Q2) and the fragmentation function.
In fact the ratios are, like the data, more close to a function of Pr only.
In Fig. 3 we compare our calculation for p + p 7 + X at x/s = 63 GeV to the data [12] . Again our curves are between the results of the two experimental groups.
In Fig. 4 we show the prediction for the Feynman x v dependence of the single p+p~7+X cross section at x~= 19.4 GeV for different values of Pr" The plot illustrates that the cross section depends strongly on the intrinsic transverse momenta. (At Pr = 2 GeV/c the effects are smaller, because we have cut out contributions with Q2<4GeV2). Furthermore, in the inclusive spectra the gluon distribution is integrated over the range xmi" (xf, xr) < x __< 1. Therefore we believe that it is not appropriate to deduce the gluon distribution from them.
IV. The Two-Particle Spectra
The study of the reaction p + p ~ 7 + h + X offers the exiting possibility of a direct measurement of the gluon structure function. When the photon and the hadron are produced at 90 ~ in opposite hemispheres, the cross section in the hard scattering limit from the subprocess g+q~7+q is given by dSo" y~= 2 Because of the factorization property in this approximation [25] , the function F can be taken directly from the deep inelastic cross section for the process /~ + p --+ # + h + X. The quantity Q2 is a combination of the invariants L ~ and ~; we have taken Q2 = 2~fi/(~2 q_ ~2 + fi2) as in [-26] .
= -xG(x, Q2)F(x, z, Q2) E d3p dxedy h
Modifications to the simple (4.1) may come from the following sources:
(i) fusion processes q + O ~ Y + 9; (ii) inclusion of intrinsic transverse momenta; (iii) indirect photons from bremsstrahlung corrections to elastic quark-quark and quark-gluon scattering;
(iv) rapidity dependence of the cross section, when comparison is made with data which are not exactly at 90 ~ .
The fusion processes contribute less than 10% for the results to be presented, because of the small size of the sea quark distributions. The effects due to the intrinsic transverse momenta and the bremsstrahlung terms might be important at large x~, since the direct process vanishes according to (4.1) and (4.3) at xe = 1, if D](z, Q2) vanishes for z ~ 1.
We have followed the conventional on-mass shell approach in order to include intrinsic transverse momenta [22, 26] . The resulting formula has been evaluated by the Monte Carlo method. It turned out that to a very good approximation the following analytic expression can be used 
( qr )h/q,g
Concerning the indirect photons we have approximated their contributions by taking the elastic quark-quark and quark gluon subprocesses and allowing the quark to fragment into a photo n with the following fragmentation function as derived in the leading logarithm approximation by Frazer and Gunion [27] 1.14 The procedure to obtain the corresponding cross sections is the same as in the case of hadron pairs [16] . Figure 5 shows the cross section Efla/d3p~.dxE for the process p + p ~ 7(PT) + h+ (XE) + X at ~ = 45 and 63 GeV. 1) The photon is emitted at 90~ the rapidity of the hadron is integrated over the range ]Yhl <1" In the range 0.4 <x~<0.8 the simple expression (4.1) and the one including intrinsic transverse momenta are not very different. In the same range the indirect photon terms contribute at most 25%. For xE>0.9 the modifications to (4.1) are large. In order to discuss the effective energy behaviour, we plot in Fig. 6 the cross section times p~ for p + p~ 7+ h++ X versus x r at three different energies. The decrease at fixed x r with increasing energy is proportional to PT 1.5. This result is quite similar to the pr-dependence of CIM contributions, which is predicted to be pT 2~ [6] . Therefore a separation of possible CIM contributions based on the Pr-dependence is difficult, in particular because the normalization of the CIM terms is uncertain. The situation is similar to large Pr hadron production [28] . The predictions for the ratio of positive to negative hadrons on the opposite side (h +/h ) are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function ofx r for,~ = 63 GeV. A measurement of this ratio is important to establish the nature of the recoiling jet. According to (4.1) and (4.3) this jet should in eight out of nine events consist of the fragments of a u-quark.
D~(z,
The ratio has been calculated with and without the inclusion of intrinsic transverse momenta. Again as in Fig. 5 the curves with intrinsic transverse momenta continue beyond x e = 1.0. If (4.1) is applicable then the h+/h -ratio should be the same as the one observed in e~)+ p ~ eCu)+ h + + X. In Fig. 7 also data from the electron induced reaction [29] and from neutrino-proton reactions [30] , which should be compared to the predictions from our fragmentation functions (dashed curves), are plotted. They show that our parametrizations are consistent with the leptoproduction data.
The influence of the indirect photon production on the h+/h -ratio is strongest at large x e, because (h+/h-)~~ .... ~1.2 and ahnost independent of x e. We expect that the h+/h-ratio is always less than three for Pr < 8 GeV/c.
At this point it is appropriate to make some remarks about the differences to be expected in the QCD model when one triggers on a r~ ~ instead of a photon. First, the h+/h -ratio of hadrons opposite to a 7r ~ is only between 1.0 and 1.2 in the ISR range and for 4 < PT < 10 GeV/c. Also the number of hadrons opposite to a ~o is bigger than opposite to a photon with the same Pr" There are two reasons for that; the triggered rc ~ has not the full momentum to be balanced by the opposite jet, and this jet can be produced from quarks or gluons, where the latter are assumed to have a softer fragmentation function than the quarks. However, counting only the particles with x E >0.4 the effects tend to compensate and we find (7 + charged hadron/~ ~ + charged hadron) 0 ~-(7/rc )sin ~ independent of PT" For the same side --. g .
correlations the following results have been obtained. When the opposite side hadron has 0.4 < x E < 0.8, the photon is still directly produced in at least 75% of the events (compared to 90% in the case of the single particle spectra) and it has therefore the full momentum. In less than 25% of the events it comes from the bremsstrahlung processes. Under the same conditions the rc ~ has, in the ISR range, only about 60-80~ of the same side jet momentum. From the observation in Fig. 5 that for 0.4 < x E < 0.8, (i) intrinsic transverse momentum effects are negligible and (ii) the indirect photon contributions are smaller by at least a factor four, the two-particle cross section near 0 = 90 ~ is essentially described by (4.1) and (4. two energies s=45 and 63GeV for 4< r <10 GeV/c, where we show the input gluon functton and the right hand side of (4.6) for A y = 1.0, including all the background contributions (i)-(iv) in the cross section. Due to the strong scale breaking in the gluon structure function ((2.1) and (2.2)) the right hand side of (4.6) is steeper in x than the gluon structure function at fixed Q2.
V. Summary
In this paper we have calculated in the framework of QCD the inclusive two-particle cross section for the production of large Pr photons produced together with opposite side charged hadrons in p-p collisions.
The parametrizations for the structure and fragmentation functions have been taken from our previous work on symmetric hadron pairs [16] . As a check, the single photon and n ~ spectra have been calculated and compared to data [11, 12] in the range 4<=pr<=lOGeV/c at ISR energies.
Agreement is found and confirms our parametrizations, especially the need for a hard gluon structure function.
The two-particle cross section has been computed atx/s : 45 and 63 GeV with and without the inclusion of intrinsic transverse momenta. A comparison between this cross section belonging to a photon and to arc ~ trigger is also made. As in the case of symmetric hadron pairs we have found a simple analytic expression (4.4) for the cross section for direct photon production, which approximates the full model formula with intrinsic transverse momenta in a satisfactory way for x e >0.4 and Pr ~>4GeV/c. This has been checked by Monte Carlo calculations 2.
The contributions due to the photon bremsstrahlung have been taken into account. The following results have been obtained for Pr > 4 GeV/c: (i) the Compton subprocess 9 + q -~ 7 + q dominates over the fusion process q + 0 ~ Y + 9;
(ii) for 0.4 <x e <0.8 the inclusion of intrinsic transverse momenta leads to minor modifications. However, since the cross section for direct photon production vanishes at x e = 1.0, when the intrinsic transverse momenta are neglected, they become relevant in the region x e > 0.9; (iii) for 0.4 < x E < 0.8 the bremsstrahlung contributions are about 25% of the direct terms, for x E > 0.9 they are of the same size;
(iv) the ratio of positive to negative hadrons on 2 The formula (5) in [16] is in fact a good approximation also in this range for hadron pairs and indirectly produced photons the opposite side is predicted to increase with increasing xE, but because of the indirect photons it stays below three for PT < 8 GeV/c; (v) because of the strong scale breaking in the gluon structure function a discrimination against CIM terms based only on the s and Pr dependence of the two-particle cross section is difficult;
(vi) according to the QCD model there are specific differences expected in the event structure, when one triggers on a n o or a photon.
Following the prescription given in (4.6) one can check the consistency of the QCD-parton model, namely the function obtained should be close to the gluon structure function as extracted from deep inelastic data.
